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Introduction
ZICOM Equipment Pte Ltd (ZEPL) is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Zicom Group Limited, an Australian
Stock Exchange listed company with its Corporate
Offce in Brisbane, Australia, and its Operations HQ in
Singapore, where ZICOM Equipment Pte Ltd is
based.
The main activities of the Zicom Group of
companies consist of the manufacture of deck
machinery, oil and gas metering and regulation
systems for the marine offshore and oil and gas
sector, concrete mixers and foundation equipment
for the construction industry and precision
engineering and automation for the electronic,
semi-conductor and bio-medical sector. ZICOM
Equipment Pte Ltd specializes in the oil and gas
metering and regulation systems for custody
transfer application and Terminal Automation
Systems. The Zicom Group ﬁrst started in 1978 in
Singapore. It ﬁrst acquired a major interest in an
Australian listed company in 1994 which then
changed its name to Zicom Australia Ltd. ZAL
bought over the concrete mixer manufacturing
business from Rheem Australia Limited, a former
subsidiary of BHP, Australia, the largest steel mill in
Australia in 1996. In 2006, Zicom Group’s Asia
based companies with headquarters in Singapore
merged with ZAL to form Zicom Group Ltd that
continues to list with the Australian Stock
Exchange.
Zicom Group’s main operations are based in
Singapore with established operations in Australia,
Indonesia, Thailand, China, Bangladesh and India.
The Group has 4 factories in Singapore, 3 in
Australia, one in Indonesia, one in Thailand and one
in China and has a total workforce of about 450
employees.

AS A MINIMUM, ZICOM WATER BATH
HEATER IS EQUIPPED WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT AND SHUTDOWNS
A flame arrestor on any combustion air intak
A Stack of suitable height to ensure
adequate draft for the burner system
Level detection to prevent a low level hazard
A high temperature shutdown
A burner management system

ZICOM INDIRECT WATER BATH HEATERS
ARE ALSO EQUIPPED WITH THE FOLLOWING CONTROLS

Principle of operation

Fuel Gas Pressure Switch (High)
Fuel Gas Pressure Switch (Low)
Stack High Temperature Shutdown

The Fuel Gas Piping System of ZICOM Indirect
Fired Water Bath Heater is designed in
accordance with the latest edition of ASME
B31.3 and no portion of the fuel gas system has
design pressure less than 15 psig. The low
pressure gas pipes are pneumatically tested to
prevent accidental ingress of water into the fuel
gas system. High Pressure fuel gas pipe is
hydrostatically tested unless conditions require
a pneumatic test.
Generally for efficient control and system
safety, single main burner per firetube is used, if
the process requires additional burners, ZICOM
design will incorporate the minimum number
of main burners compatible with heater
operational requirements. The burners can
be designed to operate as a single unit
or independently. Any burner working
independently will have its own pilot and flame
safeguard in place.

The Process Fluid (Hydrocarbon Gas or Liquid) to be
heated flows through a serpentine configured Coil
that is mounted in the upper reaches of the Heater
Shell. A controlled amount of heat is liberated into
the Fire Tube which is located in the lower reaches of
the Heater Shell where heat is efficiently transferred
from the Fire Tube to the bath Media. The heat
contained in the bath Media is then transferred by
natural convection into the Process Fluid which flows
through the Process Coil.

ZICOM Indirect Fired Water Bath Heater control
system consist of process control and process
safeguards interlocked with the burner
management system.

ZICOM Gas Fired Indirect Water Bath
Heaters designed in Full Compliance to
API 12K
specification :
Natural Draft Burners, Directly Mounted on
Fire Tube. Forced Draft Burners also provided
as per requirement.
Precise Temperature Control of Water Bath
Removable single or double Fire Tube design
Removable Heating Coil
Burners system complete with pilot, Main
Burner, Gas trains, Sparkigniter with
Transformer provided
Automatic Burner Management system
Flame Arrestors at burners and stack top
provided
Large heating capacity to meet every process
requirement.
Insulation provided as option

Application
ZICOM Water Bath Indirect Heaters have been
used for a wide variety of applications in the
oil and gas industry. A few of the more
common applications are as follows Heating high pressure Natural Gas prior to
pressure reduction to prevent the formation
of natural gas-water hydrates in the line
downstream of the choke or regulator.
Heating Natural Gas prior to regulation to
prevent the formation of frost rings around
the buried line downstream of the regulation
station. This prevents ground heaving and
pavement buckling.
Heating a Natural Gas-Condensate wellstream
prior to separation, with or without an
associated pressure reduction, so as to control
the separation temperature, prevent the
formation of hydrates, and assure good
Gas-Liquid separation.
Heating of Crude Oil to maintain its
temperature above the paraffin pour-point
and to reduce its viscosity for easier handling
in further lease processing.
Heating a Natural Gas wellstream to maintain
it above its hydrate-forming temperature from
the well to the processing point even though
reduction of wellstream pressure is minimal.
Heating Process Fluids to maintain Fluid
Viscosity at a minimum to reduce HP pumping
requirements.

Heating Turbine Fuel Gases to Maintain a
given Dew Point Temperature.
Heating critical feed stocks that require
tightly controlled film to bulk temperature
differentials.
Heating of Natural Gas in Gathering Lines
to prevent stoppage due to Hydrates.
Heating of Oil Wells corrosive products to
prevent the gas from freezing the water
mains, heaves & sidewalks and streets after
its expansion.
Low pour point produced Crude Oil stream
for return into the annulus of the oil well to
keep tubing and rods clear of Paraffin.

Heater component
ZICOM manufactures a custom designed Indirect
Water Bath Heaters as per individual application &
requirement to ensure fluid is reliably and safely
heated to the necessary temperature to meet the
downstream process requirements.
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INDIRECT HEATER:
1. Process Gas / Fluid Inlet.
2. Process Gas / Fluid Outlet.
3. Process Gas / Fluid Heating Coil.
4. Heater Body / Shell.
5. Expansion Tank.
6. Burner Housing.
7. Fire Tube.
8. Exhaust Stack.
9. Heat Media.
10. Mounting Skid.

ZICOM Indirect Water Bath Heaters are
Skid-mounted, factory-wired & piped
and consist of the following components, each designed to meet specific
design criteria The Heater Shell is specially designed to
safely heat Gases or Liquids over a wide
range of Pressures & Temperatures
without need for high pressure shell.
The Heater Shell is an atmospheric
pressure vessel designed in accordance
with API 12K requirements. The shell
contains the Process Coil, Firetube &
heat transfer Media.

The Firetube may be either a single
U-tube or multiple U-tubes,
depending on the requirement of
heat. The tube is removable &
designed to efficiently transfer heat
into the surrounding heat transfer
media and to minimize Fuel Gas
friction losses. The Firetube is
installed in the lower part of the
Shell.

Natural Gas when pressure is reduced, cools. This
cooling is called Joule-Thompson (J-T) effect, or auto
refrigeration. Because of cooling phenomena and
hydrate formation it is necessary to heat the pipeline
gas to counter J-T effect. Natural Gas hydrates are
solid (crystalline) compounds of natural gas
components & water vapor and troublesome in
pipeline & gas processing equipment. Hydrates are
very similar to snow/ice in appearance and will cause
freeze ups, reduced line capacity and physical
damage to equipment. Slugs of Gas Hydrates
moving through a pipeline at normal gas velocities
will produce high impact force on Valves, Meters,
Regulators and thus causing permanent and some
time irritable damage to the equipment. One way to
avoid hydrates is to heat the Gas stream to a
temperature where hydrates cannot form. Thus the
use of ZICOM Indirect Water Bath Heaters.
ZICOM Indirect Water Bath heaters have a Vessel
filled with a heat transfer media of Water or
Glycol-Water mixture. The Combustion Chamber
(FireTube) and the Process Coils are submerged in
the media. The Fire Tube transfers the heat released
by the Burner to the media which then transfers the
heat to the process fluid through the Process Coil.

The Indirect Water Bath heaters are commonly
used in application requiring a maximum bath
temperature of 203∞F (95∞C) and a normal bath
temperature of 158∞F to 194∞F (70∞Cto90∞C).
Water-glycol mixtures are very common solutions
for most low temperature heating applications,
and can typically be used up to 250∫F (121∫C). In
some special high temperature applications a salt
solution or occasionally a thermal fluid can be
used to meet the higher operating temperature
requirements.
Indirect Heaters are engineered to provide
maximum heating efficiency and reduced energy
consumption. Up to 90% thermal efficiency
through improved heater design. A complete
safety package is available with each unit for
years of safe unattended operation.
ZICOM Indirect Heaters are normally gas-fired.
These may be customized to suit your needs.
These can be configured for use in hazardous
areas (Class 1, Div.1 or 2) where safety is
concern. Also the heaters can be designed to
operate in isolated areas where electrical power
is not available

THE PROCESS COIL
is serpentine configured coil. The process
fluid to be heated flows through the Process
Coil. This may be either a single U-tube
or multiple U-tubes, depending on the
requirement of heat. The Coil is a pressure
containing part commonly designed in
accordance with the requirements of code
API-12K or ASME Section VIII, Division 1. The
Coil or tube bundle is removable as required
by API-12.

THE HEATER SHELL
is specially designed to safely heat Gas or
Liquids over a wide range of Pressure and
Temperature without the need for high
pressure shell. The shell is atmospheric
pressure vessel designed in accordance with
API 12K requirements. The shell contains the
Process Coil, Firetube & Heat Transfer Media.

ZICOM offers a custom-designed
range of water bath heaters,
tailored
to
the
individual
application, to ensure the fluid
(normally high pressure Natural
Gas) is reliably and safely heated
to the necessary temperature to
meet the downstream process
requirements. Standard Capacity &
Size of Indirect Water Bath Heaters
are indicated in the table as an
indication. The table is only for
inference. Actual model number
will depend on the process
condition and selection.
Other solutions are available
in a single vessel depending on
the specific process requiements.
Please contact one of our
application engineers and let us
help you decide the right solution
for your project.

THE FIRETUBE
may be either a single U-tube or multiple
U-tubes, depending on the requirement of
heat. The tube is removable & designed to
efficiently transfer heat into the surrounding
heat transfer media and to minimize Fuel Gas
friction losses. The Firetube is installed in the
lower part of the Shell.

1 KW = 3412.142 Btu/Hr.

1 KW = 859.8452 k-cal/Hr.

How to Specify
ZWH

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX
PL - PLC Controlled
PN - Pneumatic Controlled
Operating Pressure class
ANSI 150 / 300 / 600 / 900 etc.

Connection Size in Inch
Heat Duty in Kw
Zicom Waterbath Heater

